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Abstract ^ t ' n 

After presenting a pedagogical introduction tc the BJfcST-formalism we introduce 
stochastic quantization in extended configuration space. The appearance of a specific 
projection operator and its relationship to the BRST-cohomoiogy is pointed out. 
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1 Introduction 
Usually particle physicists learn about BRST-concepts when discussing the path integral 
quantization of gauge theories [1,2). Within this line of approach it seems natural for 
many people to consider the Paddeev-Popov ghost fields as a mathematical artefact, 
serving mainly to express the Paddeev-Popov determinant [3]. We start our pedagogical 
review on the BRST-formalism by observing that the ghost variables can be attributed a 
much deeper significance, implying far reaching structures and consequences [4]. One of 
the first reasons to give ghost fields a more fundamental status derives from the fact that 
generally self interactions of the ghost are required [5,6]. Much more striking, however, 
is the fact that under a BRST-transformation - which is the residual symmetry of the 
path integral - the ghost fields are getting mixed with the gauge fields. 

We conclude that we should consider all the fields, including the ghosts, as different 
components of just a single object. Having agreed on this, immediately we may raise the 
question, why the BRST-concept should be of relevance in quantum theory only. In fact 
the BRST-formalism is rooted deeply in classical mechanics, which we are going to review 
next [7,8]. 

2 Classical Systems with Constraints and BRST 
One says that a classical system with phase space variables (q,j>) possesses a gauge 
invariance, if the Legendre transformation between the velocities and the momenta is 
singular. This means that not all the velocities can be expressed by momenta. It then 
follows that some of the Euler Lagrange equations reduce to the so-called "constraints" 

Gi(q,p) = 0 « = l , . . . ,m (1) 

which define the "constraint surface" in phase space. Gauge transformations are defined 
as canonical transformations, whos? generators are the constraints Gi(q,p). Explicitly 
this reads 

6,F={F,Gi}PB (2) 

where F(p, q) is an arbitrary phase space function. We allow for constraints of varying 
Grassmann parity and generally understand Poisson brackets as the appropriately graded 
ones. For simplicity of the presentation we restrict ourselves in the following to constraints 
being "first class", i.e. fulfilling 

{G„G ;} P f l = /J(9,p)G*. (3) 

We will now extend the original phase space (q,p) -»(q,p, if, Pi) by introducing to every 
constraint G, a canonically conjugate pair of variables if, Pi 

{P»Vk}pB=-6>. (4) 
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By definition n* and Pt have Grassmann parity opposite to the one of the constraint Gj, « 
they are called "classical ghosts". The significance of the extended phase space construc
tion will better be recognized when discussing the fundamental theorem of the BRST-
generator Q: It states that to every first class system one can associate a Grassmann odd, 
real BRST-generator Q 

Q = Jf'Gi + terms vanishing with ghost momenta (5) 
which is characterized by its nilpotency 

{Q,Q}PB = O. (6) 

It is crucial to remark that no gauge fixing is needed for constructing Q and that the 
nilpotency holds independently of the equations of motion. The most intriguing property, 
however, seems to be the canonical covariancc of Q: Different sets of constraints, which 
describe the same constraint surface, generally will imply different BRST-generators Q. 
Nevertheless uniqueness of the BRST-generator - and herewith of the whole BRST-
construction - can be inferred in the sense that all these different BRST-generators are 
related by canonical transformations in extended phase space. Next we recall a geometric 
interpretation of the ghosts, which will become of importance soon: With respect to 
taking Poisson brackets with the constraints G, one associates vector fields Xt, which 
generate m-dimensiona! submanifolds of the constraint surface, the so-called gauge orbits. 
Introducing one-forms dual to the vector fields and identifying them with the ghosts, one 
finally arrives at the interpretation of the ghosts being one-forms along the gauge orbits. 

3 Quantum BRST-Formalism 
In quantum theory the canonical variables as well as the ghosts become operators and 
the operator algebra corresponding to the classical Poisson bracket algebra (3) - (4) has 
to be represented on a linear space of states. In the Schrödinger representation we set 

d d 

and Q becomes an operator acting on wave functions ^{q,r\). Q is a nilpotent, Q2 = 0, and 
hermitian operator with respect to a scalar product which one has to define appropriately 
[9-11]. We immediately note that due to the nilpotency of Q the implied metric must be 
indefinite. However, as a result of the gauge symmetries of the classical system, the space 
of wave functions is too big and has to be restricted: The physical subspace condition 

Glphys) = 0 (8) 

generalizes the Dirac procedure [12] to the extended phase space situation. One realizes 
that the states |V>) = Q\\) in im Q are physical, of zero norm, and orthogonal to every 
physical state, since e.g. 

(pnyifA«<phy»ieix)«0. (9) 
As a consequence we identify \ip) with \il>) + Q\x) *nd conclude that the physical space 
is really kexQ/im Q, i.e. the cohomology of the BRST-operator Q. 
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4 Classical Field Theory from First Quantized Con
strained Systems 

In this section we discuss the application of the BRST-formalism to construct Lagrangians 
for classical gauge fields (of arbitrary spin) from first quantized Hamiltonian constrained 
systems [13-15]. For simplicity we restrict ourselves in the following to the free field 
case. The essential step is to interpret tl>(x,Tf) as a classical field defined in extended 
configuration space. The physical state condition Q\iJ>) = 0 becomes a classical field 
equation, derived from th« local action 

s = (WW. (io) 
The cohomoiogy of Q defines the physical particle content of ^(x,»/) whereas a local 
"gauge" transformation for the fields reads 

S\t) = Q\A). (11) 

We observe the manifest invariance of the above action under the transformation (11), 
due to the nilpotency of Q. It remains to comment on classical gauge fields being defined 
in extended configuration space. In standard covariant formulations of gauge theories (as 
e.g. in the case of the Maxwell field Aß) we are used to employ a greater number of degrees 
of freedom than really is propagated physically. This proliferation of auxiliary variables 
becomes in fact indispensable for a local formulation of higher spin gauge fields. In a way 
similar to introducing more fields we are having now an enlarged configuration space at 
our disposal. The two pictures overlap as one may expand the fields il>{x,rj) in powers 
of the ghosts i/*, with coefficient functions depending only on the usual coordinates x. 
These coefficient functions may finally be identified with the physical and auxiliary fields, 
respectively. 

5 The Projection Operator and Stochastic Quanti
zation in Extended Configuration Space 

In the last section we derived a gauge invariant Lagrangian for classical gauge fields 
within the gauge independent BRST-scheme. Being interested in second quantization it 
seems conceptually highly advantageous to resort to a quantization scheme, which does 
not need gauge fixing and does not destroy the gauge invariance: Stochastic quantization 
was proposed by Parisi and Wu [16] as such a quantization method, which since has 
found a wide range of applications in field theory (see e.g. [17]). It thus seems reasonable 
to generalize stochastic quantization to the BRST-formalism in extended configuration 
space. We do not intend to present here a review [18] on the stochastic quantization of 
gauge theories, but we just remind that a projection operator generally is appearing in the 
gauge field's Langevin equation. The crucial problem for the generalization to extended 
configuration space is now to derive such a projection operator from (10) and to associate 
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the corresponding Langevin equation for V(x» •?)• We recall the geometric interpretation 
of the ghosts: With ghosts being identified as differential forms, the gauge constraints G, 
themselves can be viewed as kind of derivatives, allowing to interpret the niipotent BRST-
operator Q = t\'G, + . . . as exterior derivative. A hint on how to proceed comes from 
ordinary differential calculus on manifolds, where also a coderivative operator is present: 
In [19] a related operator for extended configuration space was introduced, which we 
might call co-BRST operator Qc. It is defined by exchanging the role of TJ' «-» P, and 
reads 

Q e = f G i + . . . . (12) 

Similarly as the product of coderivative and exterior derivative serves to define a pro
jection operator in ordinary differential calculus, we now proceed to propose [20] the 
projection operator 

p = <?c{Qc,g>-,Q. (i3) 
For the relativistic point particle it reads 

P = ~ft with »j2 = 0 (14) 
an 

whereas it is 
P = Jj^Wf) (15) 

for the spinning point particle (here fj and P are bosonic ghosts). We shortly remark 
that P projects to the zero ghost components of if>(x,i)), coinciding with the study of the 
BRST-cohomology. The dynamics finally is prescribed by the Langevin equation 

hft-ow>+ie>. (iß) 
Here the time derivative refers to fictitious time and j{) denotes the Gaussian noise field 
with stochastic averages 

(IO(*l)-W(*-*W-0. (17) 
We checked the above construction for the case of the relativistic point particle and the 
spinning point particle, obtaining Klein-Gordan and Dirac propagators, respectively [20]. 

Acknowledgement: It is a pleasure to thank W. Grimus, H. Rumpf and H. Urbantke 
for helpful discussions. 
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